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FADE IN:

EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES - DAY1

A woman’s hands pick a bike lock. This is LOLIE, 17 and from 
the streets. She’s dressed hip yet functionally in jeans, a 
flannel, skateboarding shoes, and a red backpack.

The lock pops. Lolie admires her new prize but then freezes. 
Cops in a police cruiser watch. She, smiles, then speeds off. 

EXT. DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES ALLEY - CONTINUOUS2

Lolie pedals hard. The streets are silent for a moment until 
the cruiser emerges behind, chasing her.

Lolie pedals faster. Sirens start to flash. Lolie turns.

EXT. DOWNTOWN STREET - CONTINUOUS3

Lolie focuses. The police cruiser chases. She cuts down an 
alley.

EXT. DOWNTOWN STREETS MONTAGE - CONTINUOUS4

Lolie curves and cuts. She pedals hard but remains collected. 

EXT. DOWNTOWN STREETS - CONTINUOUS5

Lolie makes distance. The police lights flash far behind.

She’s lost the cops now. She slows and stops in the shadows. 
A grin returns to her face as she checks out her new bike. 

EXT. SECOND HAND BIKE SHOP - DAY6

Lolie wheels her bike into a worn, graffiti tagged bike shop.

INT. SECOND HAND BIKE SHOP - CONTINUOUS7

Lolie enters the dirty, cluttered shop and takes in the sight 
of long rows of beaten-up bikes being taken apart. 

A young girl works on a bike. This is ANNA, 14, slightly 
ragged. Lolie smiles and watches Anna struggle with the bikes 
rear wheel.



LOLIE
Try counter-clockwise, chica.

ANNA
When you gonna show me how to pop a 
lock?

LOLIE
First you gotta figure out which 
way a cog turns.

Lolie starts to help Anna turn the bikes rear cog but notices 
a bruise on Anna’s arm.

SLICK (O.S.)
Dolores!

A man approaches Lolie. This is SLICK, 32, handsome but 
rugged from the streets.

LOLIE
Don’t call me that.

Slick eyes Lolie’s bike.

SLICK
Lolie, Lolie. Always the finest 
rides!

(to Anna)
Princesita! Grab me a beer, huh?

Anna exits, avoiding Slick.

LOLIE
Eighty-two Bianchi. Pay up.

SLICK
It’s nice, but-- I got something 
better now.

Slick moves to a cupboard behind his desk. Inside is a 
cashbox and a safe. Lolie sees stacks of cash and bags of 
meth vials. Slick takes out two twenty dollar bills and 
tosses them on his desk.

LOLIE
Eighty. It’s a classic.

Slick puts one of the large packages of meth vials on the 
desk, then throws a stack of rubber banded bills next to it.
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SLICK
Check that out. My tio got rolled 
so I took the keys to his 
operation. Ride it across town and 
I got for real feria for you.

Lolie stares at the drugs and the cash but doesn’t react.

LOLIE
That’s serious.

SLICK
Two-hundred bucks a run serious.

Lolie looks at her bike.

LOLIE
Eighty for the bike.

Slick counts a few bills and tosses them on his desk.

SLICK
Just because I like you.
So-- you in? 

LOLIE
What if I get busted?

SLICK
With how fast you are? And how you 
know these streets? The cops can’t 
even see you!

Lolie looks to Slick’s desk and then takes the cash.

LOLIE
Let me think about it.

She turns and leaves the shop.

Anna watches her go.

INT. LOLIE’S GRANDMOTHER’S KITCHEN - DAY8

Lolie sits at her grandmothers kitchen table playing with a 
homemade pinwheel crafted out of empty soda cans.

Lolie’s grandmother, FREDYA, 65, kneads a bowl of masa
amongst other tamale making ingredients and pieces of half 
constructed pinwheels. An aluminum pot fills in the sink.

GRANDMA FREDYA
Mija, will you put the pot on?
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Lolie only stares at the pinwheel.

LOLIE
I like this one. Did you sell any?

GRANDMA FREDYA
I gave away more than I sold.

Lolie puts the pinwheel down and moves the pot to the stove.

She sits back at the table again and pulls a letter from a 
stack of mail wedged between the salt and pepper shakers. 

LOLIE
Did you see this? Another one. From 
my dad.

GRANDMA FREDYA
Open it then.

Lolie does. Inside is cash wrapped in a note that says, 
“Jefa, take a day off. Jorge.”

LOLIE
You can pay back Tia Margaret now. 
Or save it for rent again.

GRANDMA FREDYA
I don’t want his money.

Lolie puts the cash in a kitchen drawer amongst a few loose 
bills and coins. 

LOLIE
Everything helps.

GRANDMA FREDYA
What would help is you learning how 
to roll tamales.

Something catches Lolie’s attention through the sink window. 
Slick is parked outside.

LOLIE
Grandma. I’ll be outside.

Grandma stops kneading and watches Lolie leave.

GRANDMA FREDYA
Always running.
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EXT. LOLIE’S GRANDMOTHER’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS9

Lolie hustles to the side of Slick’s truck.

SLICK
This your pad, uh? Looks like my 
mom’s place used to.

Slick checks out the house.

LOLIE
Did you follow me?

SLICK
I wanted to see if you made up your 
mind.

LOLIE
Haven’t thought about it yet.

SLICK
Well hey, things have changed a 
little and this shits gotta go down 
tonight. I need you in on this.

Slick waits for Lolie’s decision but she doesn’t answer.

He pulls a wad of cash from his shirt pocket.

SLICK (CONT’D)
Take it.

LOLIE
For what?

SLICK
Nothing. Just see how good it feels 
in your pocket.

Lolie looks toward the window of her house.

SLICK (CONT’D)
But if you like it, come by my shop 
tonight.

Lolie reaches for the bundle of cash.

INT. GRANDMA FREDYA’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS10

Grandma Fredya stands at her sink watching Lolie.
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EXT. LOS ANGELES STREET - DAYA11

Lolie leans against a wall listening to headphones. A bike is 
locked to a parking meter down the sidewalk.

EXT. UNDER A DOWNTOWN LA RIVER BRIDGE - DAY11

Lolie rides her new bike in swooping arcs.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD STREET - DAYA14

Lolie sets her bike down. She pulls a yellow manila envelope 
from her bag. She writes on the front and then stuffs it with 
cash.

She slips the envelope into a mailbox slot. Grandma Fredya’s 
address is on the front.

EXT. LOS ANGELES STREET - DAY14

Lolie watches her grandmother sell tamales from her cart. 

She approaches but her grandmother won’t look at her.

LOLIE
Grandma, it’s late, lets go home.

Fredya cleans her cart with a rag for a moment and then pulls 
out a dirty, faded white, hand-addressed envelope from her 
bag.

GRANDMA FREDYA
I want to ask something. Do you 
know this writing?

Lolie shakes her head no.

GRANDMA FREDYA (CONT’D)
Well, I’m sorry that you don’t. 
It’s your father’s.

Fredya pulls several of Lolie’s opened, hand-addressed, 
yellow manila envelopes from her apron. The writing on them 
is clearly different. Fredya removes the cash from one.

GRANDMA FREDYA (CONT’D)
I know whose writing it is on these 
ones. This is dirty and dishonest!
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LOLIE
What am I supposed to do? Waste my 
life making tamales?

GRANDMA FREDYA
Does it embarrass you? Thieves in 
my family embarrass me.

LOLIE
Well you embarrass me. Your house, 
your ugly clothes, this junky cart!

Grandma takes a moment.

FREDYA
Fine mija. Keep stealing. But don’t 
come back to my house tonight. Or 
ever. I’ll die alone before I sleep 
in a house with a thief!

Grandma Fredya throws the cash at Lolie. It flutters around 
her and onto the sidewalk. 

Lolie looks at the cash on the ground.

EXT. SLICK’S SHOP - DAY12

Lolie wheels her new bike toward the alley back door of 
Slick’s shop.

INT - SLICK’S SHOP - DAY13

Lolie enters and sees Anna stacking bike wheels by herself. 

LOLIE
Did you tell Slick where I live?

Anna avoids her eye contact.

LOLIE (CONT’D)
Anna. Did you tell him!

ANNA
No!

Lolie raises Anna by the chin. She has a black eye.

Lolie takes this in.

SLICK (O.S.)
Lolie, Lolie. You ready to ride?
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Slick’s been leaning in the corner watching.

LOLIE
If you want me to ride then stay 
away from Anna and stay away from 
my house!

SLICK
What!? You think you call the shots 
now or something? Nah! Everything 
you know, I taught you! When I say 
you ride, you ride little girl.

LOLIE
What if the cops found out the shit
you do to Anna!?

Slick loses it and throws Lolie’s bike across the shop.

SLICK
You shouldn’t worry about Anna.

He takes something from his desk and forces it in Lolie’s 
face. It’s one of Fredya’s pinwheels.

SLICK (CONT’D)
You got more important people to 
worry about.

Slick wrenches Lolie’s backpack from her shoulder and stuffs 
a package of drugs inside.

SLICK (CONT’D)
Seventh and Santa Fe street. Take 
it there.

Slick pushes the bag against Lolie chest.

SLICK (CONT’D)
Now get the fuck outta here!

EXT. WAREHOUSE DISTRICT STREET - NIGHT15

Lolie walks the streets alone.

A clean and neat bike shop with a light on inside catches her 
attention.

A WOMAN in her mid 30’s, dressed hip yet functionally in 
skinny jeans and a tank top works alone on a bike inside.

A help wanted sign sits in the shops window. 
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Lolie stares as she walks away.

EXT. GRANDMA FREDYA’S HOUSE - NIGHT16

Lolie stares up.

Grandma Fredya’s silhouette shows through the sheer curtains 
of her kitchen window.

EXT. WAREHOUSE DISTRICT STREET - NIGHT17

Lolie walks. She sees a bike locked to a parking meter and 
stops. Two police officers sit in their cruiser across the 
street watching her.

She moves to the bike, pulling a pair of bolt cutters from 
her belt. She cuts the lock, hops on, and pedals hard. 

The cop’s lights flash. The car turns after her.

EXT. LA STREETS - CONTINUOUS18

Lolie rampages through the streets. The police cruiser 
pursuing in the distance.

EXT. LA WAREHOUSE DISTRICT - CONTINUOUS19

Lolie pedals powerfully. The cops get closer and Lolie turns 
down a side street.

EXT. LOS ANGELES ALLEY INTERSECTION - CONTINUOUS20

Lolie cuts and stops. She drops her bike.

She’s at the door of Slick’s shop. She catches her breath and 
opens the door.

INT. SLICK’S BIKE SHOP - CONTINUOUS21

Slick sits at his desk, drugs and a scale near by. 

SLICK
Yo! Where the fuck you been!

Lolie looks to the back door of the shop. She takes off her 
bag and dumps Slick’s drugs onto the floor.
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LOLIE
I’m not riding for you.

She pushes Slick’s drugs and scale from his desk, sending 
them flying onto the floor. Slick doesn’t know how to react.

Lolie runs to the back door.

The cops sirens grow close. Slick takes this in.

SLICK
You’re fucking up.

He runs to the open front door and closes it quickly.

Lolie pulls at the back doors handle but it won’t open. She 
pushes a curtain aside. A new padlock holds it shut.

Slick listens at the closed front door. The cops wheels 
screech to a halt outside.

SLICK (CONT’D)
Pinche cabrona.

Slick jumps to his safe and slams it shut. He hastily fills 
Lolie’s bag back up with drugs from the floor.

He turns and charges toward Lolie and the back door.  He 
pushes Lolie to the floor by the throat.

SLICK (CONT’D)
(whispering now)

What the fuck is wrong with you!? I 
hook you up and this is how you get 
me back?

The cops knock on the front door.

Slick squeezes and Lolie gasps for air. Keys around a chain 
necklace hang from his neck.

LOLIE
Fuck you, Slick.

Slick squeezes harder. Lolie thrashes on the floor, trying to 
fight back.

The cops knock again.

Lolie tries to yell but she can’t breath.

Lolie sees Anna standing in the corner watching.
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SLICK
Dumbass little bitch.

Lolie spits in Slick’s face. Slick chokes her harder.

Lolie starts to see flashes of black.

The shop is silent. Only slowing gasps from Lolie.  

But then a loud crack rings out. Slick drops to the floor.

Lolie see’s Anna standing over her. A bike lock is in her 
hand.

ANNA
Help!

Anna pulls Lolie to her feet and then tries the locked back 
door. It won’t open.

The cops start to bash on the door now.

Lolie pulls the keys from Slick’s neck, snapping his chain.

The cops bash harder.

Lolie struggles with the keys and finally the lock pops open.

Anna and Lolie walk outside.

As the door closes behind them, Lolie looks back and sees the 
door break and the cops stream in. Their flashlights shine 
over a few stray drugs on the floor, then over a passed out 
Slick and the red backpack full of drugs.

Lolie quietly pulls the door shut.

EXT. DOWNTOWN LA STREET - SUNRISE22

Two hands pick at a bike lock.

Lolie sits on a curb with her head in her hands and watches 
as Anna tries to pop the lock but Anna can’t figure it out.

Anna looks to Lolie who shakes her head.

LOLIE
I’m going home. You can come but 
you can’t bring that.

Anna watches Lolie walk away.
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EXT. GRANDMA FREDYA’S HOUSE - DAY23

Two hands insert a key into a worn front door lock. It opens.

INT. LOLIE’S GRANDMOTHER’S KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS24

Lolie’s stops in the doorway of her grandmother’s kitchen.

Grandma Fredya kneads a bowl of Masa. She looks up and stares 
at Lolie for a moment.

Her grandmother’s stare is too much. Lolie quickly walks to 
her grandmother and wraps her arms around her from the side. 
She pushes her face into her grandmother’s shoulder. 

Fredya pulls her hands out the bowl and returns Lolie’s hug. 
They stand together.

GRANDMA FREDYA
Mija. Will you put the pot on?

Lolie nods “yes” but doesn’t let go of her grandmother.

FADE TO BLACK
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